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BOOKS

16TH CENTURY

1. ALEXANDER, of Tralles. Practica ... (Lugduni, 1504).
2. LEONICUS THOMAEUS, N. Opuscula nuper in lucem aedita quorum nominia proxima habentur pagell... (Venetiis, 1525).
3. SCRIBONIUS LARGUS. De compositionibus medicamentorum... Joanne Pcellio doctore medico cantigatore... Paris, 1528.
4. ZENE ARTZNEY. Die gut und gesund Zubehalten unnd alle gebrechen unnd webetagen derselbigen Omschaden unnd schmerzen Zubenehmen, mit dem Holtz Guiaico des Frantzosen ... alte schaden ... zuheylenn ... Frankfurt, 1536.
5. ALBUCASIS. Methodus medendi certa, clara et brevis, pleraque quae ad medicinae partes omnes, praecipue quae ad chirurgiam requiruntur, libris III expositiones... Basiliæ, (1541).
6. HOLLERIUS, J. De materia chirurgica libri tres... Parisiiis, 1544.
7. HIPPOCRATES. Opera quae ad nos extant omnia, per Janum Cornarium... Latina lingua conscripta et recognita... Recens illustrata cum argumentia in singulos libros... per Ioan. Culmannum... Basiliæ, 1558.
8. BULLEIN, W. A newe boke of phisicke called ye government of health... London, 1559.
9. MONTEUX, H.de. Commentaire de la conservacion de sante, et prolongation de vie... traduit... par... C. Valgela... Lyon, 1559.
10. ARCULANUS, J. Practica... particularium morborum omnium... emendata Joannia Marinelli opera... Venetiis, 1560.
11. FALLOPIUS, G. Observationes anatomicae... Parisiis, 1562.
12. VESALIUS, A. De humani corporis fabrica libri septem... Venetiis, 1568.
13. FALLOPIUS, G. Kunstbuch... in teutsche Sprach verfertigt durch Hieremain Martium... Augsburg, 1571.
14. PARE, A. Les oeuvres... Paris, 1575.
15. DIJTIUS, J. Nutzliche und bewarte Arztneyen für allerhand Zanwehe... Speyer, 1587.
16. FIENUS, J. De flatibus humanum corporis molestantibus ... Antwerpiae, 1592.
17. HORKST, J. De aureo dente maxillari puerti Silesii ... et De noctambulorum natura ... Lipsiae, 1595.

17TH CENTURY

18. GUILLEMEAU, J. Les oeuvres de chirurgie ... Paris, 1612.
21. FORESTUS, Alemanus, Petrus. Observationum et curationum medicinalium ac chirurgialium opera omnia... Francoforti, 1634.
22. SALTEN, School of. Regimen sanitatis Salerni: or, The school of Salernem regiment of health... London, 1634.
23. SEBITUS, M. Disputationes de dentibus quatuor ... Argentorati, 1645.
24. GUY DE CHAULIAC. La grande chirurgie ... restituée par Laurens Joubert ... Lyon, 1659.
25. JOUBERT, L. Annotations sur toute la chirurgie de Guy de Chauliac ... Lyon, 1659.
27. WILLIS, T. Cerebri anatome: cui accessit nervorum descriptio et usus... London, 1664.
28. FABRICIUS at Aquapendente, Hieronymus. Opera chirurgica ... editio quinta et vigesima, Patavii, 1666.
29. RIVIERE, L. The practice of physicke... by N. Culpeper, A. Cole and W. Rowland, being chiefly a translation of the works of... L. Riverius... to which are added... a book... by J. Fernelius... London, 1668.
30. D'AMATO, C. Practica nova et utilissima di tutto quello ch'al diligente barbiere s'appartiene... Venetia, 1669.
31. RIVIERE, L. The practice of physick...by N. Culpeper, A. Cole and W. Rowland...being chiefly a translation of the works of...Rivierius...to which are added...a book...by J. Fernelius...London, 1672.
32. BARTHOLINUS, T. Anatome ex omnium veterum recentiorumque observationibus ... Leyden, 1673.
33. SCULTETUS, J. The chirurgerys store-house...Englished by E. B., London, 1674.
34. WISEMAN, R. Several chirurgicall treatises...London, 1676.
35. MARTIN, B. Dissertation sur les dents...Paris, 1678.
36. BROOME, J. A compleat treatise of the muscles, as they appear in the human body, and arise in dissection ... London, 1681.
37. GREW, N. The anatomy of plants ... London, 1682.
38. BORELLI, G.A. De motu animalium...Lugduni in Batavia, 1685.
39. ALLEN, C. Curious observations in that difficult part of chirurgery, relating to the teeth ... Dublin, 1687.
40. NUCK, A. Operationes et experimenta chirurgica, edita per Johannis Tilingii ... Lugduni Batavorum, 1696.
41. MALPIGHI, W. Opera posthum. quibus praefationes, et animadversiones addidit, pluribusque in locis emendationes instituit Faustinus Garinellus ... Venetiis, 1698.
42. SALMON, W. Ars chirurgica: a compendium of the theory and practice of chirurgery ... London, 1698.

18th Century

43. MARTIALIS, Marcus Valerius. Epigrammata, paraphrasi et notis variorum selectissimis, ad usum serissimi delphinii, interpretatus est Vincentius Colasso, numismatibus, historias, atque ritus illustrantis exornavit, Lud. Smida, Amstelaedami, 1701.
44. DIONIS, P. Cours d’opérations de chirurgie demontrées au Jardin Royal ... Bruxelles, 1708.
45. MEAD, R. A mechanical account of poisons in several essays...London, 1708.
46. GARMANN, C.F. De miraculis mortuorum libri tres, quibus praemissa dissertatio de cadavere et miraculis in genere ...editum a I.H. Garmann, Dresden, etc., 1709.
47. DIONIS, P. Cours d’opérations de chirurgie, demontrées au Jardin Royal ... 2e éd., Paris, 1714.
48. CRON, L. Kurzer und deutlicher Unterricht von Ader-lassen und Zahn-ausziehen, wie bendes recht zu lern, und hernach (Gott gebe) allezeit glücklich und wohl practiciert werden möge ... Leipzig, 1717.
50. BLAIR, P. The anatomy of an elephant ... London, 1720.
51. EUSTACCHI, B. Opuscula anatomica ... et de dentibus, editio tertia ... Accedit Leal Lealisa ... de partibus semem conficiencibvs in viro ... Delphis, 1726.
52. GARENGEOT, R.J.C.d. Nouveau traité des instruments de chirurgie les plus utiles ... 2e éd., Paris, 1727.
53. FAUCHARD, P. Le chirurgien dentiste, ou traité des dents... Paris, 1728.
54. QUINCY, J. Lexicon physico-medicum: or, a new medicinal dictionary... (4th ed., London?, 1730?)
55. QUINCY, J. Pharmacopeia officinalis et extemporanea: or, a complete English dispensatory... 8th ed., London, 1730.
56. DIONIS, P. A course of chirurgical operations, demonstrated in the Royal Garden at Paris...translated from the Paris ed., 2nd ed. ... London, 1733.
57. FAUCHARD, P. Frantzösischer Zahn-Arzt, oder Tractat von den Zähnen ... Berlin, 1733.
BOOKS, 18th CENTURY, continued


59. GERAUDY, C.-J.de. L'art de conserver les dents ... Paris, 1737.

60. HOFFMANN, F. Quæscula pathologiæ-practica seu dissertationes selectiores ante diversa temporibus editae, nec revisae et auctiores ... Halae, 1738.

61. HEISTER, L. Institutiones chirurgicæ in quibus quicquid ad rem chirurgicam pertinent, optima et novissima ratione pertractatur ... Amstelodami, 1739.

62. LARINI, G. Trattato sopra la qualità de' denti ... Firenze, 1740.

63. MURLOCK, J. A practical treatise upon dentition; or, the breeding of teeth in children ... London, 1742.

64. ALEVINUS, B.S. Explicatio tabularum anatomicarum Bartholomæi Eustachii, anatomici summī ... Leyden, 1744.

65. BUNON, R. Experience et démonstrations faites ... pour servir de suite et de preuves à l'essai sur les maladies des dents ... Paris, 1746.

66. FAUCHARD, P. Le chirurgien dentiste, ou traité des dents ... 2e éd., Paris, 1746.

67. ALBINUS, B.S. Tabulae sceleti et musculorum corporis humani ... Lugduni Batavorum, 1747.


69. ALBINUS, B.S. Tables of the skeleton and muscles of the human body ... London, 1749.

70. ANDREWS, W. Remarkable news from the stars: or, an ephemeris for the year 1749 ... London, 1749.

71. COLEY, H. Merlinus Anglicus Junior: or, the stary messenger for the year ... 1749 ... London, (1749 ?).

72. GADBURG, J. Ephemeris, or, a diary, astronomical, astrological, meteorological for the year...1749...London, 1749.

73. GENTLEMANS DIARY. The gentlemen's diary, or, the mathematical repository: an almanack for the year...1749, 9th ed., London, 1749.

74. LADIES DIARY. The ladies diary: or, woman's almanack for the year...1749, 46th ed., London, 1749.

75. MOORE, F. Vox stellarum: or, a loyal almanack for the year...1749...London, (1749 ?)

76. PARTRIDGE, J. Merlinus liberatus, being an almanack for the year ... 1749 ... London, (1749 ?).

77. PEARSE, S. The coelestial diary: or, an ephemeris for the year ... 1749 ... London, (1749 ?).

78. POOR ROBIN. Poor Robin, 1749: an almanack ... or, an ephemeris ... by Poor Robin, Knight of the Burnt Island: a well-wisher to the mathematicks ... London, 1749.

79. SAUNDERS, R. The English Apollo: or, useful companion particularly applied to this present year 1749 ... London, 1749.

80. TAILLARD, fils. Éléments de l'opération de la phyætologie, vulgairement dite la saignée...Paris, 1749.

81. WEAVER, E. The British telescope: being an ephemeris of the coelestial motions, with an almanack for the year ... 1749 ... London, (1749 ?).

82. WING, T. Olympia domata, or an almanack for the year ... 1749 ... London, (1749 ?).


84. TOLIVER, A. A treatise on the teeth ... London, 1752.

85. TOLIVER, A. A treatise on the teeth ... 2nd ed., London, 1752.

86. BOERHAAVE, H. A new method of chemistry...translated...from Boerhaave's Elementa chemicæ...to which are added notes and appendix...by Peter Shaw, 3rd ed., London, 1753.

87. LECLUSE, H.de. Nouveaux élémens d'odontologie...(Traité utile au public, où l'one enseigne la méthode de remédié aux douleurs et aux accidents...Aux premières dents des enfants...), Paris, 1754.

88. LECLUSE, H.de. Éclaircissements essentiels pour parvenir à préserver les dents de la carie, et à les conserver jusqu'à l'extrême vieillesse...Paris, 1755.

89. CELSUS, Aurelius Cornelius. Of medicine, in eight books, translated ... by James Greive...London, 1756.
90. HOFFMANN, F. A treatise on the teeth; their nature, structure, formation, beauty, connection and use... 3rd ed., London, 1756.

91. JOURDAIN, A.-L.-B.B. Nouveaux éléments d'odontalgie... Paris, 1756.

92. BOURDET. Recherches et observations sur toutes les parties de l'art du dentiste... Paris, 1757.

93. COMPLEAT system of the blood-vessels and nerves, taken from Albinus's edition of Eustachius... London, 1758.

94. BOURDET. Soins faciles pour la propreté de la bouche et pour la conservation des dents... Paris, 1759.

95. HARANGUES. The harangues or speeches, of several celebrated quack-doctors, in town and country... by various hands... London, (1762?).

96. HUNTER, W. Medical commentaries... Part 1. London, 1762.

97. BEAUPHREN, C. Dissertation sur la propreté et la conservation des dents... Paris, 1764.

98. BERDMORE, T. A treatise on the disorders and deformities of the teeth and gums... London, 1768.


100. LEROY DE LA FAUDIGNIERE. Manière de prévenir et guérir les maladies des gencives et des dents... Paris, 1769.

101. BERDMORE, T. A treatise on the disorders and deformities of the teeth and gums... London, 1770.

102. CULPEPER, N. The English physician enlarged with three hundred and sixty-nine medicines made of English herbs... London, 1770.

103. HUNTER, J. The natural history of the human teeth... London, 1771.

104. WESLEY, J. Primitive physic: or, an easy and natural method of curing most diseases... 15th ed., London, 1772.

105. COLLIER, J. Human passions delineated... by Timothy Bobbin (psud),... Manchester, 1773.

106. REPUTATION. Réfutation d'un nouveau traité d'odontalgie... Genève, 1773.


108. COURTOIS, H.-G. Le dentiste observateur ou recueil abrégé d'observations... Paris, 1775.

109. HEBERT, J.-A. Le citoyen dentiste, ou l'art de seconder la nature pour se conserver les dents, et les entretenir propres... Lyon, 1778.


112. CLARE, P. An essay on the cure of abscesses by caustic, and on the treatment of wounds and ulcers; also a new method of curing the lues venerea... London, 1779.

113. CRUIKSHANK, W. Remarks on the absorption of calomel from the internal surface of the mouth... London, 1779.

114. RUSPINI, B. A treatise on the teeth... London, 1779.

115. RUSPINI, B. A treatise on the teeth... 4th ed., London, (1780?).

116. WOOffendale, N. Practical observations on the human teeth... London, 1783.

117. RUSPINI, B. A treatise on the teeth... 7th ed., London, 1784.

118. CULPEPER, N. The English physician enlarged with three hundred and sixty-nine medicines made of English herbs... London, 1785.

119. CAMPANI, A. Odontologia omnia trattato sopra i denti... Firenze, 1786.

120. FAUCHARD, P. Le chirurgien-dentiste, ou traité des dents... 3rd ed., Paris, 1786.

121. BOURDET. L'art de soigner facilement la bouche et de conserver les dents... augmenté de L'art di soigner les pieds par la forest... Paris, 1787.

122. PUJOL, A. Essai sur la maladie de la face, nommé le tic douloureux... Paris, 1787.

123. BELL, B. A system of surgery... Edinburgh, 1787-1790.

124. GREGORY, J. A father's legacy to his daughters... to which is prefixed an account of the life of the author... London, 1788.

125. RUSPINI, B. A treatise on the teeth... 7th ed., London, 1790.

130. DARWIN, E. Zoonomia or, the laws of organic life ... London, 1794-1796.
131. BELL, J. The anatomy of the human body ... Vol.1, 2nd ed., Edinburgh, 1797.
132. DUBOIS DE CHEMANT, N. A dissertation on artificial teeth in general...London, 1797.
133. HENTZNER, P. Travels in England, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, translated by Horace, late Earl of Orford...to which is added Sir Robert Naunton's Fragmenta regalia, London, 1797.
134. BLAKE, R. Disputatio medica inauguralis, de dentium formatione et structura in homine et in variis animalibus ... Edinburgh, 1798.
135. PLENCK, J.J. von. De morbis de denti e delle gengie...3a ed., Venezia, 1798.
136. ARROYO, F.P. Tratado de las operaciones que deben practicarse en la dantadura, y método para conservarla en buen estado ... Madrid, 1799.

19th CENTURY

137. BUCHAN, W. Domestic medicine: or, a treatise on the prevention and cure of diseases by regimen and simple medicines...17th ed., London, 1800.
139. BELL, Sir C. Engravings of the arteries, illustrating the second volume of the anatomy of the human body, by J.Bell...London, 1801.
140. BLAKE, R. An essay on the structure and formation of the teeth in man and various animals...Dublin, 1801.
141. BELL, J. The principles of surgery...Edinburgh, etc., 1801-1800.
142. LAFONGUE, L. L'art du dentiste ... Paris, 1802.
144. SPALLANZANI, L. Tracts on the natural history of animals and vegetables, translated by J.G.Dalyell...2nd ed., Edinburgh, etc., 1803.
147. GAILLOT, J.B. Traité des maladies de la bouche...Paris, 1805.
148. BAUMES, J.-B.-T. Traité de la première dentition et des maladies souvent trés-graves qui en dépendent...Paris, 1806.
149. BUCHAN, W. Domestic medicine: or, a treatise on the prevention and cure of diseases...Glasgow, 1806.
150. FOX, J. Lectures on the teeth...1806. (MS).
151. EDINBURGH. The Edinburgh medical and physical dictionary...by R.Morris...J.Kendrick and others, Edinburgh, 1807.
152. BELL, Sir C. A system of operative surgery, founded on the basis of anatomy ... London, 1807-1809.
153. DESESSARTS and others. Rapport sur les dents artificielles terrométalliques, de la composition de M.Fonzi ... (Paris, 1808 ?). 
156. FONZI, G. Réponse à M.Dubois-Fouca...sur la brochue publiée par lui en 1808...Exposé des nouveaux procédés pour la confection des dents dites de composition... (Paris, 1808?).
157. BUZZI, G. Pyroclysterio, ossia macchinetta da applicare l’aria infiammabile... (Sienna?), 1809.
158. LE BLOND and others. Rapport...sur l’ouvrage de M.Dubois-Poucou...Exposé de nouveaux procédés pour la confection des dents dites de composition et sur l’examen des divers procédés employés par M.Dubois-Poucou et par M.Ponzi... (Paris, 1809?).

159. MAGGIOLO. Le manuel de l’art du dentiste...Nancy, 1809.

160. FULLER, J. A popular essay on the structure, formation and management of the teeth...London, 1810.

161. HOOPER, R. The anatomist’s vade-mecum... (London ?, 1810 ?).

162. MURPHY, J. A natural history of the human teeth...London, 1811.

163. CULPPEPER, N. English physician and complete herbal...13th ed. by E.Sibley...London, 1812.

164. FULLER, J. A popular essay on the structure, formation, and management of the teeth...2nd ed. London, 1813.


166. FOX, J. The natural history and diseases of the human teeth, in two parts, 2nd ed. ...London, 1814.

167. AHERNETHY, J. The surgical works...London, 1815.

168. CULPPEPER, N. Complete herbal...English physician enlarged...and key to physic...London, 1815.

169. DELABARRE, J.-F. Odontologie, ou observations sur les dents humaines, suivies de quelques idées nouvelles sur le mécanisme des dentsiers artificiels...Paris, 1815.


171. GUEFFIER, P. Mémoire et dénonciation pour le Sr.Gueffier, imprimeur, accusé de calomnie, contre le Sieur Méhée, accusateur...Paris, 1815.

172. BREHAM, E. Traite sur la structure, formation et various diseases of the teeth and gums...Leeds, 1816.

173. DUBOIS DE CHEMANT, N. A dissertation on artificial teeth...to which is added advice to mothers and nurses on the prevention and cure of those diseases which attend the first dentition...5th ed., London, 1816.

174. HORSWIP, J. Practical observations in surgery and morbid anatomy...London, 1816.


178. GORDON, J. Engravings of the skeleton of the human body...Edinburgh, 1818.

179. PAMMII, L.S. A practical guide to the management of the teeth: comprising a discovery of the origin of caries, or decay of the teeth; with its prevention and cure...London, 1818.


181. NEW, C. Opinions on the causes and effects of diseases in the teeth and gums... London, 1819.

182. DELABARRE, J.-F. Traité de la seconde dentition, et méthode naturelle de la diriger; suivis d’un aperçu de sémiotique buccale...Paris, 1819.

183. MITCHELL, E. A series of engravings representing the bones of the human skeleton... explanatory references by J.Barclay...Edinburgh, 1819-1820.


185. DUVAL, J.-R. The dentiste de la jeunesse, or the way to have sound and beautiful teeth, preceded by the advice of the ancient poets, upon the preservation of the teeth...translated and supplied with notes by J.Atkinson, London, 1820.

186. GURENA, T. Osservazioni sulla lettera del Sig.Dott. Balbiansi di Pontedera riportata nell’Antologia N.41, e nella Gazzetta Toscana N.112...Florence, 1820.

187. MAURY, J.C.F. Manuel du dentiste pour l’application des dents artificielles incorruptibles; suivi de la description de divers instruments perfectionés...Paris, 1820.
188. PARMLY, L.S. Lectures on the natural history and management of the teeth ... London, 1820.
189. AUBREY, J. Traité historique et pratique sur les dents artificielles incorruptibles, contenant les procédés de fabrication et d'application...Paris, 1821.
190. CAMPER, P. The works...on the connexion between the science of anatomy and the arts of drawing...new ed. by T. Cogan, London, 1821.
191. PARMLY, E. An essay on the disorders and treatment of the teeth...London, 1821.
192. DEW, C. Opinions on the causes and effects of diseases in the teeth and gums...2nd ed., Brighton, 1822.
194. LEMAIRE, J. Traité sur les dents...Tome 1. Physiologie...Paris, 1822.
195. ENCYCLOPAEDIA LONDINENSIS. Encyclopædia Londinensis: or, universal dictionary...by J. Wilkes...Vol. 19. Pathology...London, 1823.
196. BUCHAN, W. Domestic medicine: or, a treatise on the prevention and cure of diseases by regimen and simple medicines...London, 1824.
197. CULPEPER, N. Complete herbal...English physician enlarged and key to physic...London, 1824.
198. DELMONT, A. Mémoire sur un nouveau procédé pour détruire le cordon dentaire des six dents antérieures, et éviter leur extraction...Paris, 1824.
199. GINDEN, E. A treatise on the structure, diseases and management of the human teeth...Utica, 1824.
200. SNELL, J. Observations on the history, use and construction, of obturators, or what have hitherto been called in this country, artificial palates, with cases, illustrative of recent improvements...London, 1824.
201. HARRISON, R. The surgical anatomy of the arteries of the human body...Dublin, 1824-1825.
202. ABERNETHY, J. Surgical observations on the constitutional origin and treatment of local diseases; and on aneurism...8th ed., London, 1825.
203. BUSTOS Y ANGULO, V.de. El conservador de la dentadura y de los niños en la dentición...4a ed., Madrid, 1825.
204. CLARK, A. Practical directions for preserving the teeth...London, 1825.
205. CUVELIER, F. Des dents des mammifères, considérées comme caractères zoologiques...Strasbourg, etc., 1825.
206. LIZARS, J. A system of anatomical plates of the human body...Edinburgh, (1825).
207. SIGMOND, J. A practical and domestic treatise on the diseases and irregularities of the teeth and gums...Bath, 1825.
208. CLARK, A. Practical directions for preserving the teeth...2nd ed., London, 1826.
210. DE LA FONDS, J.P. A description of the new patent instrument for extracting teeth; also of a patent method of fixing artificial teeth...London, 1826.
211. KOECKER, L. Principles of dental surgery...London, 1826.
212. MEILOU, E.M. Recherches sur l'art de diriger la seconde dentition en général...Paris, 1826.
213. WAITE, G. The surgeon-dentist's anatomical and physiological manual...London, 1826.
215. MACCULLOCH, J. Malaria...London, 1827.
216. KOECKER, L. An essay on the diseases of the jaws and their treatment...London, etc., 1827.
217. MACCULLOCH, J. An essay on the remittent and intermittent diseases...London, 1828.
221. BELL, T. The anatomy, physiology and diseases of the teeth...London, 1829.
222. CLARK, J.P. A new system of treating the human teeth...London, 1829.
223. FITCH, S.S. A system of dental surgery in three parts ... New York, 1829.
225. BECLARD, P.A. Elements of general anatomy, translated from the French, with notes and corrections by Robert Knox ... Edinburgh, 1830.
227. ECONOMY of the teeth, gums and interior of the mouth ... by the author of Economy of the hands and feet. London, 1830.
228. MACMICHAEL, W. Lives of the British physicians ... London, 1830.
229. CELSUS, Aurelius Cornelius. Medicinae, libri octo ex recensione Leonardo Targae ... praefixa de Celci vita dissertatatione, concinnavit, indice iam delphiniano auxit Edvuardus Milligan ... editio secunda, Edinburgh, etc., 1831.
231. SCOTT, J. The art of preventing the loss of teeth ... London, 1831.
232. SNELL, J. A practical guide to operations on the teeth, to which is prefixed a historical sketch of the rise and progress of dental surgery ... London, 1831.
233. LAENNEC, M. A manual of percussion and auscultation, composed from the French of Meriédéc Laennec by J.B. Sharpe ... London, 1832.
234. PLEASANTS, J.A. Treatise on the functions, disorders and treatment of the teeth, designed for the use of individuals and private families ... New York, 1832.
235. BELL, Sir C. The nervous system of the human body ... Washington, 1833.
236. BROWN, S. Dendrologia: a poem on the diseases of the teeth, and their proper remedies ... with notes by E. Parmly ... New York, 1833.
238. NICHOLLES, J. The teeth, in relation to beauty, voice and health ... London, 1833.
239. SCOTT, J. The art of preventing the loss of the teeth, familiarly explained ... 3rd ed., London, 1833.
240. ASHRUMER, J. On dentition, and some coincident disorders ... London, 1834.
241. IMRIE, W. The parents' dental guide ... London, 1834.
242. JOBSON, D.W. Outlines of the anatomy and physiology of the teeth ... Edinburgh, 1834.
244. NICHOLLES, J. The teeth, in relation to beauty, voice and health ... 2nd ed., London, 1834.
245. TURNBULL, A. On the preparation and medicinal employment of aconite by the endermic method in the treatment of tic douloureux ... London, 1834.
247. CLARK, J.P. A practical treatise on teething and the management of the teeth ... London, 1835.
251. KOECKER, L. An essay on artificial teeth, obturators, and palates, with the principles for their construction and application ... London, 1835.
252. MALLAN, J. Practical observations on the physiology and diseases of the teeth ... London, 1835.
253. ROBERTSON, W. A practical treatise on the diseases of the teeth ... London, 1835.
254. HUNTER, J. The works ... edited by James F. Palmer ... London, 1835-1837.
255. BLANDIN, P.-F. Anatomie du système dentaire, considéré dans l'homme et les animaux ... Paris, 1836.
256. BOSTOCK, J. An elementary system of physiology ... 3rd ed., London, 1836.
257. CLARK, J.P. A practical and familiar treatise on the teeth and dentism ... London, 1836.
260. MACLEAN, R. A treatise on the progress and shedding of the human teeth...
   London, 1836.

261. FRANCE. Département de l'Instruction Publique. Codex, pharmacopée française...
   Paris, 1837.

262. GRAY, J. Dental practice: or, observations on the qualifications of the surgeon-
dentist...London, 1837.

263. MURPHY, J. L. Popular treatise on the structure, diseases and treatment of the
   human teeth; with an illustration of the present state of dental mechanism...
   London, 1837.

264. PREYSE, G. Würdigung des Bruchschnittes ohne Eröfnung des Bruchsackes...
   Vienna, 1837.

265. SAUNDERS, Sir E. Advice on the care of the teeth...London, 1837.

266. SAUNDERS, Sir E. The tooth a test of age, considered with reference to the
   factory children...London, 1837.

267. STEVENS, A. H. A clinical lecture on the primary treatment of injuries...
   New York, 1837.

268. LINDBERG, C. H. & LINDBERG, J. Handbuch der Zahnheilkunde...Berlin, 1837-1848.


270. GRAY, J. Preservation of the teeth...Second Edition of Dental
   practice...London, 1838.

271. HALL, W. Lectures on the nervous system and its diseases...London, 1838.

272. LEVISON, J. L. Practical observations on the teeth and gums, with the best means
   for their preservation...2nd ed., London, 1838.

273. PETTIGREW, T. J. Biographical memoirs of the most celebrated physicians, surgeons,
   who have contributed to the advancement of medical science...
   London, (1838?)

274. WARDROPER, W. The structure, diseases and treatment of the teeth with a view to
   the abolition, in all common cases of the pernicious practice of
   tooth-drawing...London, 1838.

275. COOKE, W. Mind and the emotions considered in relation to health and disease...
   London, 1839.

276. FARRIZI, P. Noms de légumes de médecine opératoire acoustique...Paris, 1839.

277. GOODE, J. On the origin and development of the pulps and sacs of the human
   teeth...Edinburgh, (1839).

278. GUY, W. A. On the value of the numerical method as applied to science...
   (London, 1839).

279. HARRIS, C. A. The dental art: a practical treatise on dental surgery...Baltimore,
   1839.

280. HARWOOD, W. On the practical use of inhalations, in the diseases of the throat
   and chest...2nd ed., London, 1839.

281. HOOPER, R. Lexicon medicum: or, medical dictionary...7th ed. revised by K. Grant...
   London, 1839.

282. HUNTER, J. The natural history of the human teeth...with notes by E. Parry and
   A. practical treatise on the diseases of the teeth...New York, 1839.

283. NASMYTH, A. Report of a paper on the cellular structure of the ivory, enamel and
   pulp of the teeth as well as the epithelium...London, 1839.

284. NASMYTH, A. Researches on the development, structure and diseases of the teeth...
   London, 1839.

285. ROBERTSON, W. A practical treatise on the diseases of the teeth...2nd ed.,
   London, 1839.

286. ROUSSEAU, L.-F.-E. Anatomie comparée du système dentaire chez l'homme et chez les
   principaux animaux...2e éd., Paris, 1839.

287. WRIGHT, J. Impediments of speech. Three letters to Sir Charles Bell on the
   causes and cure of stuttering...London, 1839.

288. BROWN, S. Dentology: a poem on the diseases of the teeth and their proper
   remedies...with notes...by E. Parry...New York, 1840.

289. CULPEPER, N. Complete herbal...to which is now added his English physician
   enlarged...London, (1840?).

290. DE LOUIE, L.C. Surgical, operative and mechanical dentistry...London, 1840.

291. SAUNDERS, Sir E. Advice on the care of the teeth...London, 1840.

292. TAYLOR, A. S. On the art of photogenic drawing...London, 1840.

293. OWEN, Sir R. Onomatology: or, a treatise on the comparative anatomy of the
   teeth...in the vertebrate animals, London, 1840 - 1845.
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294. ADAMS, J.J. - A new operation for the cure of amaurosis, impaired vision and shortsightedness ... London, (1841).

295. BAUMUS, J. B. - A treatise on the first dentition...translated by T.F.Bond... New York, 1841.

296. LEFOULON, P. J. - Nouveau traité théorique et pratique de l'art du dentiste... Paris, 1841.
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299. NASMYTH, A. - Three memoirs on the development and structure of the teeth and epithelium ... London, 1841.

300. SAUNDERS, SIR E. - Mineral teeth, their merits and manufacture ... London, 1841.

301. SCHANGE, J. M.A. - Précis sur le redressement des dents ou exposé des moyens rationnels de prévenir et de corriger les déviations des dents ... Paris, 1841.

302. WAGNER, R. - Elements of physiology...trans. by R. Willis...London, 1841-1844.

303. CARABELLI, G. - Kupferstafeln zu v. Carabelli's 'Anatomie des Mundes' ... Vienna, 1842.

304. COOPER, SIR A.P. - A treatise on dislocations and fractures of the joints, edited by R.B. Cooper...London, 1842.

305. GRAY, J. - Preservation of the teeth ... being a new edition of Dental practice ... London, 1842.


307. KOECKER, L. - Principles of dental surgery ... Baltimore, 1842.

308. NASMYTH, A. - An inquiry into the nature and pathology of granular disease of the kidney ... London, 1842.

309. NASMYTH, A. - Three memoirs on the development and structure of the teeth and epithelium ... 2nd ed., London, 1842.


311. ROBINSON, G. - An inquiry into the nature and pathology of granular disease of the kidney ... London, 1842.

312. SCHANGE, J. M.A. - Précis sur le redressement des dents, ou exposé des moyens rationnels de prévenir et de corriger les déviations des dents ...3e éd., Paris, 1842.

313. CLENDON, J.C. - Observations on the extraction of teeth...London, 1843.

314. DUNGLISON, M. - General therapeutics and materia medica, adapted for a medical text book ... Philadelphia, 1843.

315. GARIOT, J.B. - Treatise on the diseases of the mouth...trans. by J.B. Savier... Baltimore, 1843.

316. GRAVES, R.J. - A system of clinical medicine ... Dublin, etc., 1843.

317. HOLLAND, P.H. - A report of the trial and acquittal of Mary Hunter ... Manchester, 1843.

318. MAURY, J.C.F. - Treatise on the dental art...trans. by J.B. Savier...Philadelphia, 1843.

319. OWEN, SIR H. - Lectures on the comparative anatomy and physiology of the invertebrate animals ... London, 1843.

320. SAUNDERS, SIR E. - Advice on the care of the teeth...London, 1843.

321. TAVEAU, O. - Nouvelle hygiène de la bouche ou traité complet des soins qu'exigent l'entretien de la bouche et la conservation des dents...5e éd., Paris, 1843.

322. WORMOLD, T. & McWILLIE, A.M. - A series of anatomical sketches and diagrams ... London, 1843.

323. WRIGHT, J. - The plea of humanity and common sense, against two publications ... London, 1843.

324. CARABELLI, G. - Systematisches Handbuch der Zahnheilkunde ... Vienna, 1844.


326. DUNCAN, J. - Case of fatal haemorrhage from perforation of the aorta by false teeth impacted in the oesophagus ... (Edinburgh, 1844).

327. GODDARD, P.B. - The anatomy, physiology and pathology of the human teeth...with... the method of making...artificial teeth...ailed in the practical part by J.E. Parker, Philadelphia, 1844.
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332. BLANDIN, P.-F. Anatomy of the dental system, human and comparative ... trans. by Robert Arthur ... Baltimore, 1845.
333. DELABARRE, C.-F. A treatise on second dentition and the natural method of directing it ... trans. by *A*-*, Baltimore, 1845.
336. ROGERS, W. Manuel d'hygiène dentaire ... Paris, 1845.
337. WATSON, T. The teeth, their structure, growth, diseases and remedies ... London, 1845.
338. TODD, R.B. & BOWMAN, W. The physiological anatomy and physiology of man ... London, 1845-1856.
339. HAMPSCHE, C.E. An anatomical description of the diseases of the organs of circulation and respiration ... trans. and ed. by W.E. Swain ... London, 1846.
340. HAWKINS, C. Fibrous tumor of the upper jaw-epulis; fibrous tumor of the palate; case of warts, naevi, and serous cysts ... (London, 1846).
342. LUKYN, E. Dental surgery and mechanism ... London, 1846.
343. PASS, H. A treatise on artificial teeth and palates, and their importance in the prevention and cure of dyspepsia ... London, 1846.
345. ROBINSON, J. The surgical, mechanical and medical treatment of the teeth ... London, 1846.
347. ROGERS, W. Dictionnaire des sciences dentaires ... Paris, 1846.
348. DESIRABONDE, M.A. Complete elements of the science and art of the dentist ... 2nd ed. trans. by A-A-A-*, Baltimore, 1847.
350. HABERT, S.C. A practical treatise on the operations of surgical and mechanical dentistry ... Philadelphia, 1847.
353. MUNGER, J.T. Observations on the teeth, their nature and treatment ... Leamington, (1847).
354. REID, R. Alveolar hemorrhage compress ... (Edinburgh, 1847).
355. ROBINSON, J. A treatise on the inhalation of the vapour of ether, for the prevention of pain in surgical operations ... London, 1847.
357. THOMAS, Sir J. A course of lectures on dental physiology and surgery, delivered at the Middlesex Hospital School of Medicine ... London, 1848.
360. THOMAS, Sir J. Workshop book ... 1848-1874. (MS).
362. JOURDAIN, A.-L.-B.B. A treatise on the diseases and surgical operations of the mouth, and parts adjacent ... Baltimore, 1849.
363. MAYHEW, H. The tooth-ache imagined by Horace Mayhew and realised by George Cruikshank... London, (1849 ?).
364. NASMYTH, A. Researches on the development, structure and diseases of the teeth... London, 1849.
366. ANDERSON. Copy of daybook as kept by Mr. Anderson. 1849-1855. (MS).
368. SIMON, J. General pathology... London, 1850.
369. VASEY, J. The teeth and their preservation... London, 1850.
370. WEBSTER, J.W. Trial of Professor John W. Webster for the murder of Dr. George Parkman... New York, 1850.
371. WEBSTER, J.W. Twelve days' trial of Dr. J.W. Webster... for the murder of Dr. Parkman... London, 1850.
372. AGASSIZ, L. & GULD, A.A. Outlines of comparative physiology... edited and greatly enlarged by Thomas Wright... London, 1851.
373. BEALE, L.J. The laws of health, in relation to mind and body... London, 1851.
374. BOND, T.E. A practical treatise on dental medicine... Philadelphia, 1851.
375. CANTON, A. The teeth and their preservation in infancy and manhood to old age... London, 1851.
376. DELABARRE, A.-F.A. Des accidents de dentition chez les enfants en bas âge et des moyens de les combattre... Paris, 1851.
377. HORNE, J. A family book; containing advice upon children's and adult teeth... Glasgow, 1851.
378. JORDAN, H. Practical observations on the teeth; designed for popular use... London, 1851.
379. OWEN, Sir F. A history of British fossil reptiles... Section II... Pt. V. Enalosaurus, Pterosaurus, Dinosauria, London, 1851.
380. ROGERS, W. La buccomancie, ou l'art de connaître le passé, le présent et l'avenir d'une personne, d'après l'inspection de la bouche... Paris, 1851.
381. ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON. The pharmacopoeia for 1851... London, 1851.
382. SNAPE, J. The physiology of the teeth, popularly applied to their care and preservation... 2nd ed., London, 1851.
383. TOME, Sir J. Instructions in the use and management of artificial teeth... London, 1851.
384. BELL, Sir G. The hand; its mechanism and vital endowments, as evincing design... 5th ed., London, 1852.
385. DAVENPORT, J.W. The mirror of dentistry... London, 1852.
386. HOWARD, T. On the loss of the teeth and on the best means of restoring them... London, 1852.
387. STILLMAN, B. First principles of chemistry, for the use of colleges and schools... 22nd ed., Philadelphia, 1852.
389. FOWELLS, S. A treatise on dentistry and the care and preservation of the teeth... London, 1853.
390. HOWARD, T. On the loss of the teeth and on the best means of restoring them... 2nd ed., London, 1853.
392. JONES, A.B. Observations on the diseases and loss of the teeth... London, 1853.
394. TOME, Sir J. Dental surgery and pathology; a course of lectures delivered at the Middlesex Hospital School of Medicine... Philadelphia, 1853.
395. TRUMAN, F. The construction of artificial teeth with gutta percha... 2nd ed., London, 1853.
396. CLARK, J.P. The odontologist; or how to preserve the teeth, cure toothache, and regulate dentition from infancy to age... London, 1854.
397. HECKER, J.F.C. The epidemics of the Middle Ages... trans. by B. G. Babington... London, 1854.
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399. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them...10th ed., London, 1854.
400. PIGGOTT, A.S. Chemistry and metallurgy as applied to the study and practice of dental surgery ... London, 1854.
401. THOMPSON, T.D. Facts for the people, relating to the teeth; showing their influence upon health, speech and looks ... Boston, 1854.
402. GOODYEAR, C. Gum-elastic and its varieties, with a detailed account of its applications and uses and of the discovery of vulcanization... New Haven, 1855.
404. HOLDEN, L. Human osteology: comprising a description of the bones ... London, 1855.
405. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them ... 18th ed., London, 1855.
407. OWEN, Sir R. The principal forms of the skeleton and the teeth ... London, 1855.
408. BLUNDELL, W. Painless tooth-extraction without chloroform ... 2nd ed., London, 1856.
410. STOKES, C. Dextral system of supporting artificial teeth... London, 1856.
411. NANCE, T. Personal narrative of the origin and progress of the caoutchouc or India-rubber manufacture in England... London, 1857.
413. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them...43rd ed., London, 1857.
414. MAGNUS, E. Etude sur le développement et la structure des dents humaines...Paris, 1857.
416. PARKER, S.A. On the performance of operations on the teeth without pain... Birmingham, 1857.
417. GRAY, H. Anatomy, descriptive and surgical...the drawings by H.V.Carter...the dissections jointly by the author and Dr. Carter, London, 1858.
419. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them...London, 1858.
420. MACKMENZIE, D. The effect of septic inhalations on the lungs and general health, in reference to a new composition of artificial teeth...London, 1858.
421. SNOW, J. On chloroform and other anaesthetics, their action and administration...edited by B.W.Richardson, London, 1858.
422. COLLINS, G.H. The development of the teeth...Cheltenham, 1859.
423. FOWELL, S. A treatise on dentistry, and on the care and preservation of the teeth...2nd ed., London, 1859.
424. HARRIS, C.A. Syllabus of the course of lectures delivered in the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Baltimore, 1859.
425. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them...London, 1859.
426. KELK, (MS on) dental instruction, (1859).
427. LUKYN, E. Dental surgery and mechanism: a popular treatise on the preservation, management, and surgical treatment of the teeth and gums...London, 1859.
428. NIGHTINGALE, F. Notes on nursing: what it is and what it is not...London, 1859.
429. OWEN, Sir R. The principal forms of the skeleton and the teeth... London, 1859.
430. OWEN, Sir R. Teeth... (London, 1859).
432. TOMP, Sir J. A system of dental surgery...London, 1859.
433. LEWIS, G.H. The physiology of common life...Edinburgh, etc., 1859-1860.
435. EMILIANI, G. Dell'uso del forcipe per l'estrazione dei denti: memoria...Bologna, 1860.
436. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and loose teeth and on the best means of restoring them...London, 1860.
437. OWEN, Sir R. The principal forms of the skeleton and the teeth...London, (1860?).
438. RICHARDSON, D.J. On the medical history and treatment of diseases of the teeth...London, 1860.
440. DAVIESON, E.A. The teeth in health and disease...London, 1861.
441. ESKELL, A. A treatise on dental surgery: with instructions for the preservation and restoration of the teeth...London, 1861.
442. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and loose teeth and on the best means of restoring them...London, 1861.
444. HULME, R.T. Contributions to dental pathology...London, 1862.
445. JEFFERSON, J.C. A book about doctors...London, (1862?).
446. LUKYN, E. Dental surgery and mechanism: a popular treatise on the preservation, management and surgical treatment of the teeth and gums...London, 1862.
447. MAKINS, G.H. A manual of metallurgy, more particularly of the precious metals, including the methods of assaying them...London, 1862.
448. MOSELY, E. Teeth, their natural history: with the physiology of the human mouth, in regard to artificial teeth...London, 1862.
449. PLATT, L.J. The domestic guide to a good set of teeth...London, 1862.
452. KEMPION, H.T.K. Elements of the anatomy and diseases of the teeth...London, 1863.
453. ROBERTSON, A. A manual on extracting teeth...London, 1863.
455. MACÉ, J. Histoire d'une bouchée de pain...12th ed., Paris, (1864?).
456. MILLER, J. A system of surgery...Edinburgh, 1864.
457. SMITH, J. Handbook of dental anatomy and surgery for the use of students and practitioners...London, 1864.
459. ESKELL, A. Pure dentistry, and what it does for us...London, 1865.
462. LUKYN, E. Dental surgery and mechanism: a popular treatise on the preservation, management and surgical treatment of the teeth and gums...London, 1866.
464. PLATZ, H. A few words of advice on the care of the teeth...Manchester, 1866.
465. ROONE, C. Anti-lancet; or, the destructive practice of bleeding...37th ed., Scarborough, 1866.
468. HULME, R.T. On the use of artificial teeth in the prevention of indigestion and the cure of diseases due to imperfect nutrition...London, 1867.
469. MAGITOT, E. Traité de la carie dentaire...Paris?, 1867?
470. SIMON, P. Études sur la chirurgie dentaire: observations sur la première et deuxième dentsition...Paris, 1867.
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480. PURUND, T. (Scrapbooks relating to the College of Dentists, 1865-1866.)


482. DICKIE, M. A popular treatise on the teeth. Glasgow, 1870.


486. SHAW, S.P. Odontalgia, commonly called tooth-ache; its causes, prevention and cure. 2nd ed., Manchester, etc., 1870.


488. BOWATER, W. Plain instructions on the management of the teeth in health and disease, with directions as to the best means of supplying artificial teeth on the most improved principles. Birmingham, 1871.


491. HARRIS, C.A. The principles and practice of dentistry. 10th ed. ... by P.H. Austen ... Philadelphia, 1871.


493. SMITH, J. The anatomy of the teeth and operations for the use of students and practitioners. 2nd ed., London, 1871.


500. FARADAY, M. On the various forces of nature and their relations to each other... edited by W. Crookes ... London, 1873.

501. FLETCHER, T. Practical hints for the laboratory and operating room. Warrington, 1873.


505. MAGITOT, E. Mémoires sur les tumeurs du péritoine dento-vestibulaire ... 2nd ed., Paris, 1873.


509. SALTER, S.J.A. Dental pathology and surgery ... London, 1874.
510. SAVORY, W.S. London School of Dental Surgery. Address delivered on the occasion of the first public distribution of prizes, 1874...London, 1874.
512. SWAIN, W.P. Surgical emergencies, together with the emergencies attendant on parturition and the treatment of poisoning ... London, 1874.
513. BELL, Sir C. The hand: its mechanism and vital endowments...preceded by an account of the author's discoveries in the nervous system by A. Shaw...8th ed., London, 1875.
514. HUMBOLDT, A. von. Views of nature: or contemplations of the sublime phenomena of creation, with scientific illustrations...translated from the German by E.C. Octé and H.G. Bohn, London, 1875.
515. PAGET, Sir J. London School of Dental Surgery. Address delivered on the occasion of the second public distribution of prizes...1875, London, 1875.
516. WEISS, F. Vernon Galbrey, or the empiric. The history of a quack dentist...London, 1875.
517. TOMES, Sir C.S. A manual of dental anatomy ... London, 1876.
518. BELL, Sir C.E. The anatomy and philosophy of expression: as connected with the fine arts...7th ed., London, 1877.
519. DENTAL HOSPITAL OF DUBLIN. (First annual report), Dublin, 1877.
520. GOMMANN, J. Tooth extraction: a manual on the proper mode of extracting teeth ... 2nd ed., London, 1877.
521. HILL, A. The history of the reform movement in the dental profession in Great Britain during the last twenty years...London, 1877.
522. HUXLEY, T.H. A manual of the anatomy of invertebrate animals...London, 1877.
523. LEMERCIER, F.G. Anatomie iconographique stratifiée: structure de la dent humaine ...Paris, 1877.
525. GARTRELL, J.H. Instructions in the manipulation of celluloid and vulcanite, for dental purposes...Penzance, 1878).
529. MITCHIE, J. & Co. The combined steam injector and vulcaniser for celluloid and rubber...London, (1878?).
533. MACDONALD, H.N. The practice of medicine among the Barmene, translated from original manuscripts ... Edinburgh, 1879.
534. WHITE, J.W. The mouth and the teeth...Philadelphia, 1879.
536. BALKWILL, F.H. Mechanical dentistry in gold and vulcanite, arranged with regard to the difficulties of the mechanical assistant and young practitioner...London, 1880.
537. LEGROS, C. & MAGIOT, E. The origin and formation of the dental follicle: the first memoir on the development of the teeth...a translation from the French, with introduction and notes by M.S. Dean, Chicago, 1880.
538. BURTON, R. The anatomy of melancholy ... London, 1881.
539. COLLES, A. Selections...chiefly his practical observations on the venereal disease and on the use of mercury, edited by R. McDonnell...London, 1881.
541. INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS, 7th, 1881, London. Transactions...prepared for publication by Sir William MacCormac...assisted by G.H. Makius...and C. Tomes. Diseases of the teeth ...London, 1881.
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543. SNAPE, J. Reminiscences of a dental surgeon ... London, 1881.
544. TYLER, E.B. Anthropology: an introduction to the study of man and civilization ... London, 1881.
545. GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL. The dental proceedings...July, 1882. An address...on the proceedings of the past years (1878-82)...with an appendix thereto by J. Tomes...Report and minutes of evidence on dental questions of the Royal Commission on Medical Acts, 1882, (London, 1882).
547. CELLULOID MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Celluloid as a base for artificial teeth ... London, (1883).
548. GADDES, T. The teeth, their formation, diseases and treatment: a popular and scientific guide for the general public ... London, (1883?).
549. O’DUFFY, J. The founding of the Dental Hospital of Dublin: its management and working, past and present...Dublin, 1883.
550. PARKINSON, J.H. A few of the difficulties attending the preparation, condensation and administration of nitrous oxide and how some of them may be overcome ... Dalton-in-Furness, (1883?).

551. QUINNY, H.C. Notes on dental practice ... London, 1883.
552. VEBBIER, A.B. Continuation of opera work ... London, 1883.
553. WALLIS, C.J.B. (Electricity in dental and general surgery)...London, 1883-1885.
554. ALLEN, H. On a new method of recording the motions of the soft palate...Philadelphia, 1884.
555. BLACK, G.V. The formation of poisons by micro-organisms: a biological study of the germ theory of disease...Philadelphia, 1884.
557. CROWLEY, C.G. Dental bibliography: a standard reference list of books on dentistry published throughout the world from 1536 to 1885...Philadelphia, 1885.
558. HARRIS, C.A. The principles and practice of dentistry...11th ed. ...by F.J.S. Gorgas...Philadelphia, 1885.
559. LAND, C.H. The scientific adaptation of artificial dentures...Detroit, 1885.
560. WEISS, F. Thurley Tighe; or the life of a student ... London, (1885?).
563. CLIFFORD, E. Crown, bar and bridge-work: new methods of permanently adjusting artificial teeth without plates...London, 1887.
564. AMERICAN DENTAL INSTITUTE, Limited. American dentistry ...London, (1888?).
566. PARREIDT, J. A compendium of dentistry...trans. by L.Ottoy with notes...by G.V. Black, Chicago, 1889.
567. RITCHIE, J. & Co. Gartrell’s apparatus for celluloid and vulcanite...London, (188?).
568. HARRIS, C.A. The principles and practice of dentistry...12th ed.,...by F.J.S. Gorgas...Philadelphia, 1890.
569. JONES, B.W. A few remarks on dental reflexes... (London, 1890).
570. SIMON, S. English sanitary institutions, reviewed in their course of development and in some of their political and social relations...London, 1890.
571. YOUNG, S. The annals of the Barber-Surgeons of London...compiled...by S. Young...illus. by A.T. Young, London, 1890.
574. STEELE, W.H. 567 useful hints for the busy dentist ...Philadelphia, 1892.
575. WOLFF, J. Das Gesetz der Transformation der Knochen ... Berlin, 1892.
576. BALKWILL, F.H. The testimony of the teeth to man’s place in nature, with other essays on the doctrine of evolution...London, 1893.
578. PRACTICAL dentistry. surgical and mechanical, with appendix, numerous formulae and guide how to become a registered dentist by a dental surgeon (pseud.)... London, 1893.
581. GYSL.A & RÖSE, C. Sammlung von Mikrophotographien zur Veranschaulichung der mikroskopischen Struktur der Zähne des Menschen...Zürich, 1894.
582. STEELF, W.H. Useful hints for the busy dentist...Philadelphia, 1895.
583. LONDON SCHOOL OF DENTAL SURGERY. Notes of lectures ... London, 1897.
584. WALKHOFF, O. Mikrophotographischer Atlas der pathologischen Histologie menschlicher Zähne...Ubersetzung von Dr. Fenth....und....P. de Terra... Stuttgart, 1897.
587. ESKELL, A. Observations on the various diseases of the teeth and gums... (Birmingham?, 18-).
588. HOLFORF, T.C. On the loss of teeth and the best means of restoring the mouth to its natural state...11th ed., Stratford, (18-).
589. HOWARD, T. On the loss of teeth and on the best means of restoring them...London, (18-).
590. READ, W. Plain instructions on the teeth: their management, preservation, and restoration... (London), (18-).
591. ROGERS, T.A. Painless dentistry: a few observations on the teeth and the best means of preserving them... Maidstone, (18-).
592. SAUNDERS, Sir E. Advice on the care of the teeth, (18-).
593. WitkowskI, G.J. A movable atlas...of the female organs of generation and reproduction...trans....by J.Palfrey...3rd ed., Glasgow, (18-).
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